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Abstract 
In this paper, we study spatial-graph isotopy for trivalent graphs, and give a connection between 
this equivalence relation and minimally knotted embeddings of graphs into 3-space. It will be 
seen that a rearrangement theorem (Theorem 2) plays an important role in investigating mutually 
isotopic embeddings of a trivalent graph. 
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A graph G is a finite, l-dimensional CW-complex. Here, we also assume that graphs 
have no isolated vertices. For any graph G, let S(G) be the set of all (piecewise linear) 
embeddings r : G -+ IX3 of G into IL?_“. An element r E S(G) is unknotted if r is ambient 
isotopic to a planar embedding TO : G -+ R2 c Iw3, and otherwise knotted. We say that 
r E S(G) is locally unknotted if, for each proper subgraph H of G, the restriction 
r\H : H --t R” is unknotted. For a planar graph G, r E S(G) is called a minimally 
knotted embedding if r is knotted but locally unknotted. Examples of minimally knotted 
embeddings were presented by Kinoshita [4,5] and Suzuki [S] among others. 
In [lo], Taniyama introduced several kinds of equivalence relations in S(G), see 
Section 1 for the definitions of three of them: ambient isotopy, isotopy and cobordism. 
Note that an isotopy defined in Section 1 is quite different from an ambient isotpy. 
For example, all knots in lR3 are isotopic to the trivial knot in our case. Rather weak 
equivalence relations among them such as homotopy, weak-homotopy or homology were 
already studied by Taniyama [ 11,121, Motohashi and Taniyama [7] and Yasuhara [ 141. In 
those papers, classical link invariants (e.g., linking number, Conway polynomial) were 
used effectively. However, it seems difficult to apply such invariants to the study of 
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stronger equivalence relations (especially that of spatial-graph isotopy), so arguments 
from different points of view will be required in such cases. 
In this paper, we will study spatial-graph isotopy for trivalent graphs, and consider 
a connection between this equivalence relation and miminally knotted embeddings. For 
our convenience, we denote by [rlcobor (respectively by [r]iyorory) the subset of S(G) 
consisting of all elements cobordant to (respectively isotopic to) r E S(G), and call it 
the cobordism class (respectively the isotopy class) of r. 
Kawauchi [3] and Wu [ 131 proved independently that any planar graph G without free 
edges admits a minimally knotted embedding. We will give an alternative, shorter proof 
which implies that a minimally knotted embedding can be constructed in the cobordism 
class of a planar embedding. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that G is any graph without free edges and admitting a planar 
embedding r, : G 3 iR* c LR”. Then, the cobordism class [Iii]cot,or contains a minimally 
knotted embedding. 
Any isotopy between two elements r! r’ E S(G) IS realized by a sequence of blowing- 
downs \ and ups /, see Section i for the definitions of blowing-downs and ups. It is 
useful for the study of spatial-graph isotopy to rearrange the order of blowing-ups and 
downs. In the case of G trivalent, we have the following rearrangement heorem which 
is a basic result for further investigation. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a trivalent graph, and let r,, r2 : G + IR3 be embeddings isotopic 
to each other Then, there exists an embedding r3 : G + JR’ and a sequence of blowing- 
downs followed by blowing-ups such that I’, \ \ T3 /‘ . /‘ r2. 
For a trivalent graph G, an element rred E S(G) is said to be isotopically reduced if 
the ambient-isotopy type of rred can not be changed by any blowing-down of rred. We 
note that the isotopy class [r],,otopy of any r E S(G) contains an isotopically reduced 
element (see Proposition 1 in Section 3). Corollary 1 gives an interaction between the 
two equivalence relations, isotopy and ambient isotopy, in S(G). 
Corollary 1. Let G be a trivalent graph, and let r,, r2 : G + R” be embeddings. Sup- 
pose that ryd is any isotopically reduced element in [rz],Sotopy for i = I, 2. Then, l7 is 
red isotopic to r2 if and only tf r, is ambient isotopic to rFa. 
Corollary 1 is restated as follows. 
Corollary 2. For any embedding r : G + IR” of a trivalent graph G, the class [r]isotopy 
contains a unique isotopically reduced element up to ambient isotopy. 
It is easy to show that any embedding r: 0 --t R’ of a theta-curve @ is isotopic 
to a planar embedding ra: 0 --t R* c Ii%‘, i.e., [rO]irotopy = S(O), for example see 
Taniyama [IO]. In particular, [ra]isotopy contains a minimally knotted embedding. The 
following theorem implies the converse. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a trivalent graph admitting a planar embedding ro : G + Et2 c 
iR3. [f the isotopy class [T”]iyotopy contains a minimally knotted embedding, then G is a 
theta-curve. 
Corollary 3 follows immediately from Theorems 1 and 3. 
Corollary 3. Suppose that G is a trivalent graph admitting a planar embedding rO : G + 
iR2 c IR”. (f G is not a theta-curve, then [TO]iyotopy does not contain [TO]cobor, q 
The author knows some sporadic results extending Theorems 2-3 and Corollaries 1-3 
to certain nontrivalent graphs, and feels that it would be possible to prove such theorems 
and corollaries for any graphs. 
1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category, and refer to 
Hempel [2] for fundamental notation and definitions on 3-manifold topology. 
The number of elements of a set A is denoted by #(A). The number of connected 
components of a topological space B is denoted by ]B]. For a simplicial polyhedron X, 
ni(Y, X) represents a regular neighborhood of a subpolyhedron Y in X. 
A graph G is trivalent if the degree of each vertex of G is three. Any circular graph 
consists of n vertices of degree two and n edges for some n E W. Thus, any trivalent 
graph contains no circular component. 
Consider a pair of embeddings r, r’ : G t R’ and suppose that there is an embedding 
@: G x I + R’ x I such that @(z, t) = (r(z), t) for any (z, t) E G x [0, l/3], @(z, t) = 
(r’(z), t) for any (z:, t) E Gx [2/3, 11, and @(G x [l/3,2/3]) c I@ x [l/3,2/3], where I 
is the closed interval [0, I]. This embedding @ is level-preserving if @(Gx {t}) c IR’ x {t} 
for any t E I, and locally flat if, for each point p E @(G x I), there exists a regular 
neighborhood B(p) = ni(p, R’ x I) such that the pair (B(p),B(p) n @(G x I)) is 
homeomorphic to either the standard (4,2)-disk pair (D4, D2) or (D” x I, X, x I) for 
some n E IV, where (D3) X,) is the pair as illustrated in Fig. 1. We say that r is ambient 
isotopic to r’ if @ is locally flat and level-preserving, r is cobordant to r’ if @ is locally 
flat, and r is isotopic to r’ if @ is level-preserving. 
For an element r E S(G), let B be a 3-ball in R’ meeting r(G) transversely. The 
pair (B: B n r(G)) is called a bull-star pair if B n r(G) is either a proper arc or a star 
of degree n for some n E N with n 3 3, that is, int B contains only one vertex v of 
r(G), and B n r(G) consists of n edges E, with d&i 3 ‘u and ae, - {v} c al?. Here, 
we regard a proper arc o in B as a star of degree two even if Q contains no vertices. 
Fig. 2 illustrates a star of degree three in a 3-ball B. Any noncontractible, simple loop I in 
?JB” = aB- aBnr(G) divides 3B into two 2-disks Dr, Dz with intD,nI’(G) # 0 for 
i, = 1,2. Since B n r(G) is connected, there exists a simple arc in B n r(G) connecting 
a point in intDr n r(G) with a point in intD2 n r(G), hence in particular, 1 is not 
contractible in B - B n T(G). This implies that aB” is incompressible in B - B n r(G). 
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A ball-star pair (B, B n T(G)) is standard if there exists a properly embedded 2-disk 
D in B with D > B IT T(G). F or an embedding r : G t R3 with a ball-star pair 
(B, B n T(G)), set H = G - Pl(int B). Then we say that r’ : G + JR” is obtained 
from r by a blowing-down in B and denoted by r \B r’ (or shortly r \ r’) if r’ is 
ambient isotopic to an embedding r” : G + Iw” such that P/H = rJH and B n P’(G) 
is standard. Conversely, r is said to be obtained from r’ by a blowing-up occuring in 
B and denoted by r’ jl~ r (or r’ ,P r). As poined out in [IO, Section 21, for two 
elements r, r’ E S(G), r is isotopic to r’ if and only if r’ is obtained from I’ by a 
finite sequence of blowing-downs and ups, for example: 
Consider double blowing-ups r jlB, r’ jlB2 r” for r E S(G). Since (B2, B2 n 
r’(G)) is a standard pair, one can shrink B2 by an ambient isotopy of lR3 fixing r’(G) 
as a set so that either B1 n B2 = 0 or B2 c int B1. If B2 c int B1, then the double 
blowing-ups can be replaced by a single blowing-up r PB, P, see Fig. 3. Similarly, 
any sequence of blowing-ups rr 7 . /‘ r, can be rearranged so that r, is obtained 
Fig. 3 
from rr by a sequence of blowing-ups occuring in mutually disjoint 3-balls IIt, : B, 
in E%‘. We denote such a sequence by 
where B = Bl U U Bm,. 
An embedding r : G --t IR’ is splittable if there exists a 2-sphere S in R3 with 
S n T(G) = 0 and such that each component of II%’ - S contains some components of 
r(G). Let G = Gr + Gz represent the disjoint union such that r(Gr) is contained in 
one component of IR’ - S and r(G 2 ) is contained in the other component. Then, we say 
that r admits a splitting r, + r2 with r, = rlG, and r2 = rlGz. 
Let Gr , G2 be graphs with Gr n G:! = 0, and let e be an arc with int e n (G, u G2) = 0 
and connecting Gr with G2. Then, the union Gt U eUGz is said to be an edge-connected 
sum of Gt and G2 along e and denoted by G1 U, G2. For two embeddings I’, : Gr --t IRs 
and r, : G2 + R3 whose images are separated by a 2-sphere S in I@, consider a simple 
arc E in R” with 
& = E n (T’, (G,) u r2(G2)) = I’, (G, n e) u r2(G2 n e), 
and meeting S transversely in a single point. Then, the embedding r : G t lR3 with 
PIG, = I’, (G,, rlGz = I’21c2 and r(e) = E is called an edge-connected sum of rt and 
rz corresponding to GI LI, G2 and denoted by rt U r2. This S is called a separating 
2-sphere for the edge-connected sum, and E is a cut-edge of r. As suggested in Fig. 4, 
the ambient isotopy type of rt U r2 corresponding to Gr U, G2 depends only on those 
of rt and r2 and is independent of that of a cut-edge E. 
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Let Gt , G2 be two graphs whose intersection cy = Gt n G2 is an arc such that each Gi 
has an edge e, with int ei > (1. By regardin g ct U e2 - int QI as the union of two edges, 
Gt U G2 - int CP can be considered as a graph. We say that this graph is a connected 
sum of Gt and Gz along Q and denoted by GI#~G~. For two embeddings rt : Gt + R3, 
rz : G2 + LR’ satisfying rt IN = J’lCy and rt (Gt - 0) n &(Gz - CY) = 0, the embedding 
r:Gt#,G* + I@ with r/C:,-intn = r71C+lnto for i = I, 2 is called a connected 
sum of r, and r2 corresponding to Gt#,Gz and denoted by rt#r2 if there exists a 
2-sphere S in R.’ such that (i) S n ry,(G,) = r,,(a) (i = I, 2) and (ii) one component 
of R’ - S contains rt (Gt - CE) and the other contains &(Gz - cr). Then, S is called 
a separating 2-sphere for the connected sum. As in the edge-connected-sum case, the 
ambient isotopy type of rt#I’z corresponding to GI#~G~ is determined only by those of 
r, and r2. 
It is easily seen that, if r, pB r,‘, then rt#r, ,PB r{#r2. For a blowing-down 
rt \B r,’ with B n S # 0, one can deform r by an ambient isotopy of R” fixing 
rt IG, --int El so that B n S = 0, see Fig. 5. Then, we have r,#r, LB r/#r,. This shows 
that, if r, is isotopic to r,’ for i = 1,2, then r,#r, is isotopic to r{#r,l. Note that a 
similar fact holds also for any edge-connected sum. A connected sum rt#rz is trivial if 
at least one of Gt and G2, say Gt , is a single circle and if rt : Gt + IR3 is unknotted. 
We say that r t S(G) I IS >rime if r is a nonsplittable embedding without cut-edges and 
if any connected-sum representation for r is trivial. 
According to Suzuki [9, Theorem 2.61, any nonsplittable embedding r : G -+ R” can 
be decomposed into finitely many, prime embeddings by munutally disjoint separating 
Z-spheres of connected sums and edge-connected sums for r such that the prime factors 
are determined uniquely up to order and ambient isotopy. Note that the notion of edge- 
connected sums in this paper is slightly different from that of splittings of type I in [9]. 
However, in the case of G trivalent, they define essentially the same decomposition. 
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2. Construction of minimally knotted embeddings 
In this section, we will show that, for any graph G without free edges and admitting a 
planar embedding Ta : G + R2 c IR3, the cobordism class [Talcobor contains a minimally 
knotted embedding. Our proof is based on that in Wu [13]. However, we use a rather 
simple tangle to construct minimally knotted embeddings. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If necessary considering a subdivision of G instead, we may 
assume that each component of G contains at least two edges. Let (Y be a simple arc in 
R” such that (i) for an edge EO of To(G), ao = ct n&a = Q n int q, and (ii) for any other 
edge E of To(G), cy n E = cu n int E is a single point. Let ,&, . , pm_, be the components 
of int (Y - int Q n T,,(G). For a fixed point pi in each /3i, consider a small neighborhood 
Bi = N(&, R3) such that (Bi, B, n To(G)) = (Bi, Bi 0 ,&) is a standard ball-arc pair. 
Let QI be a simple arc obtained from (Y by replacing each Bi n pi (i = 1, . , n - 1) by 
a trefoil in Bi. For a small regular neighborhood X = N(crl, R’), set Y = IR” - intX 
and S = X n Y = aX = 3Y. Note that X n To(G) consists of n mutually disjoint arcs 
such that (X, X n T(G)) is homeomorphic to the standard ball-n-arc pair as illustrated 
in Fig. 6(a), and Y n Bi is homeomorphic to the trefoil knot exterior in S3. We set 
H = G - T;‘(intX). Consider the embedding r : G t 72” such that the restriction 
T(H coincides with ru]~ and (X,X n T(G)) h 1s omeomorphic to the pair (B, A) as in 
(a) 
Fig. 6 
(b) 
Fig. 6(b). It is easily seen that r is locally unknotted and cobordant to Tn. So, it remains 
to show that r is knotted. 
First, we show that S” = S - S fl To(G) is incompressible in Y” = Y - r”(G) = 
Y - r(G). There exists a simple loop I in (ECJ n Y) U S” meeting each aBi transversely 
in two points such that 1 n&a is a single arc. Note that the boundary aA4i, of AJi = Bi fl Y 
is incompressible in Y - I n EO and hence in Y”. If S” were compressible in Y”, then 
there would exist a compressing disk D for S” in Y” such that aD meets 1 transversely. 
By the incompressibility of allli’s, if necessary exchanging D by another compressing 
disk for S”, we may assume that D n (BI U.. U L3,_1) = 0. Note that each component 
of F” = 5’” - S” n int(B, U U l?,,,_1) is either a twice-punctured 2-disk or a twice- 
punctured annulus. Since aD is not contractible in F”, we may assume that either ifID 
does not bound a 2-disk in F = S ~ S f’ int(Bl U.. U B,_I) or aD bounds a 2-disk A 
in F with 1 < #(intAnro(G)) < 2, see Fig. 7. In the former case, 3D would meet b in 
an odd number of points. This contradicts that the proper 2-disk D separates the 3-ball 
Y into two components. In the latter case, the 2-sphere D U A bounds a 3-ball BO in Y. 
Let E = r(e) be the edge of To(G) with &n/l # 0. Since int BonX = 0 and since each 
edge of To(G) - int E meets X in the complement of D U A, E is the unique edge of 
To(G) meeting Bo nontrivially. This implies that, if #(int A n To(G)) = 1, then e would 
be a free edge of G, and if #(int A n To(G)) = 2, then G would contain the circular 
component with e as a unique edge, a contradiction. Thus, S” is incompressible in Y”. 
Next, we show that S” is incompressible in X” = X - X n T(G), or equivalently 
3B” = 8B ~ a A is incompressible in B-A. Note that B admits an orientation-preserving 
&-action fixing A as a set and such that the fixed point set o = Fix(&) is disjoint 
from A and the quotient (B, A)/&, = (B,A) is the pair as in Fig. 8. The natural 
projection p : B t B is an n-fold cyclic branched covering branched over F = p(a). If 
3B” were compressible in B - A, then the Equivariant Loop Theorem by Meeks and 
Yau [6] would guarantee the existence of Z,-equivariant compressing disk D for aB” in 
B - A. Here, D being Z,-equivariant means that, for any y E Z,, either y(D) n D = v) 
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or D = y(D). Then, the image ?? = p(D) is a properly embedded disk in B with 
#(D n a) = #(D n CT) < 1. Since 2 is connected, D cuts off a 3-ball Ba from B with 
AnBo = 0. If the 2-disk ??a = Bof13B met a?? at most at one point, then all components 
of p-‘(Da) would be 2-disks in 3B”, and one of them would be bounded by aD. This 
contradicts that D is a compressing disk for aB”. Thus, we have #(Da I- E%) = 2 and 
hence #(D n i?) = 0. Then, D would be a compressing disk for 8B” = aB - a@ U 5) 
-- 
in B” = B-ZU??. On the other hand, it is well-known that (B, AUT) is the pair called 
a clasp tangle and such that aB” is incompressible in go, so we have a contradiction 
again. Hence, S” must be incompressible in X”. 
We have shown that S” is incompressible in X” Us0 Y” = iR” - r(G). Since each 
artl, is incompressible in Y”, aMi is also incompressible in R’ - T(G). In particular, 
7ri (IK? - r(G)) contains a subgroup isomorphic to 7ri (aMi) e Z x Z. This proves that 
7rr (R’ -T(G)) is not a free group, and hence r is knotted. This completes the proof. 0 
3. Blowing-ups and downs 
We identify the 3-sphere S’ (respectively the 2-sphere S2) with R’U { co} (respectively 
IR2 u {cm}). So, any element I’ E S(G) can be regarded as an embedding of G into S’. 
For any subset X of S”, an ambient isotopy of (S3, X) means an ambient isotopy of S’ 
fixing X as a set. 
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Throughout this section, suppose that G is a graph such that each component of G is 
either a circle or a trivalent graph. We will show that Theorem 2 holds even if graphs 
contain not only trivalent but also circular components. 
Lemma 1. Let r E S(G) b e an element with a splitting r, + . . + lY, such that each 
factor r, is nonspfittable. If r /’ F’ (respectively r \ r’), then F’ also admits a 
splitting r,’ + + r; such that r, /‘ r,’ (respectively ri \ I’,‘) for one oj' r,'S 
and ri = r, for all other factors. In particulac r is splittable if and only if r’ is 
splittable. 
Lemma 2. Let r E S(G) b e an element represented as an edge-connected sum r, U r, 
corresponding to GI U, Gz. If r /‘ r’ (respectively r \ r’), then r’ is also represented 
as an edge-connected sum I’{ u ri corresponding to GI U, Gz such that, for each r,l, 
either r, /‘ rz! (respectively l7, \ r:> or r: = l7,. 
We note that Lemma I holds for spatial embeddings of any graph. However, such a 
general result is not necessary here. The proof of Lemma 1 is quite similar to that of 
Lemma 2, so we will prove Lemma 2 only. Details of the proof of Lemma 1 will be left 
to the reader. 
Proof of Lemma 2. By Lemma 1, we may assume that r is nonsplittable, or equivalently 
that S’ - r(G) is irreducible. Let S be a separating 2-sphere meeting r(G) at a single 
point in the interior of E = r(e). Here, note that S” = S - SnT(G) is a once-punctured 
2-sphere and hence contractible. 
First, suppose that r jl~ r’. Since (B, B fl r(G)) is standard, one can shrink B by 
an ambient isotopy of (S3, r(G)) so that B n S = 8. If B is contained in the component 
of S3 - S containing rt (Gr ), then r’ is ambient isotopic to r,’ u ri such that r, jlB r,’ 
and r; = r,. 
Next, suppose that r \IB r’. Since B n F(G) is either an arc or a star of degree 
three, at least one of B n r, (GI ) and B n rz(G 2 IS empty. So, we may assume that ) 
Bnr(G) = Bn(I’l(Gl)UE). If B” = 3B-aBnr(G) isincompressiblein S’-r(G), 
then one can move S by an ambient isotopy of (S3, r(G)) so that S n B = 8. If dB” 
is compressible in S3 - r(G), then there exists either a proper 2-disk D1 or mutually 
disjoint, proper 2-disks Dt, 02 in the 3-ball S’ - int B such that (i) each 8D, bounds a 
2-disk & in aB with #(int di n r(G)) = I ( moreover A, n A2 = 0 in the latter case) 
and (ii) X7’ = K- aCfV(G) is incompressible in S3-r(G), where C = BUBl UBZ 
and Bi is the 3-ball in S3 - int B bounded by Di U Ai (Bl = 8 in the former case). 
Note that aBT = aBi - aB, n T(G) is a once-punctured 2-sphere. Hence, if intB, 
contains rg(Gz), then one can deform S by an ambient isotopy of (S3, r(G)) so that 
S c int Bi. This implies that B n S c B n int B, = 0. If C n rz(G2) = 0, then by the 
incompressibility of iK’“, we may assume that B n S c C n S = (a. Thus, in either case, 
r’ is ambient isotopic to r{ u r,l such that r1 \lo r/ and r; = r2. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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As remarked in Section 1, if r, is isotopic to r,’ for i = 1,2, then rr#rz is isotopic 
to r,l#ri. The following lemma implies that the converse holds for certain embeddings 
of G. 
Lemma 3. Let r : G + S’s be a nonsplittable embedding without cut-edges and repre- 
sented as a connected sum T’l#rz corresponding to GI#~G~. If r is isotopic to P, then 
r’ is also represented as a connected sum r,‘#ri corresponding to GI#~G~ such that 
r, is isotopic to r: for i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let S be a separating 2-sphere for the connected sum rr#rl. This 2-sphere 
S separates S3 into the 3-balls Ct and C, such that (Cz, K’?) 1 (r%(G,), r%(o)) for 
i = 1,2. To complete the proof, it suffices to consider the case where r’ is obtained 
from r by either a single blowing-up or down. 
In the case of r /‘B r’, as in the proof of Lemma 2, we may assume that B is 
contained in either Ct or Cz. If B c Cl, then r’ is ambient isotopic to r,l#ri such that 
r, pB r; and r’ = r,. 
Now, consider the case of r \B r’. Since r has no cut-edges, both S” = S-Snr(G) 
and 3B” = 8B - aB n T’(G) are incompressible in S’ - r(G). We may assume that 
S meets aB transversely and S has the minimum laB n SI among all separating 2- 
spheres S’ of connected sums Ft#Fl for r corresponding to Gr#,Gl and such that r, 
is isotopic to f;, for i = 1,2. Here, note that these S’ are not necessarily required to be 
ambient isotopic to S in (S3: r(G)). W e will show that this minimality condition implies 
lamw =o. 
Suppose to the contrary that IaB n SI # 0. Then, the incompressiblity of 8B” and 
S” implies that each component of 8B n S is a loop not contractible in both aB” and 
S”. Since S” is homeomorphic to an open annulus, the closure of each component of 
S - aB n S is either a 2-disk or an annulus. Let D be a 2-disk in aB with aD = D n S 
and #(D n r(G)) = 1. Consider the component F of B n S with aF > aD. If F 
is a 2-disk, then the 2-sphere D U F bounds the 3-ball Bo such that Bo n r(G) is 
an arc. Since int Bo n S = 0, we may assume that Bo is contained in Ct. The union 
S’ = (S - int F) U D is a new separating 2-sphere determining a connected sum ?I#?* 
corresponding to GI#~G~ such that rt \I rt and r2 /‘ F2, see Fig. 9. Moreover, by 
pushing S’ outside slightly, one can assume that I aI3 n S’I < 1 al? n 5’1, contradicting our 
minimality condition. This shows that F is an annulus component of B n S. Consider 
an outermost annulus component FO of B n S, that is, for the component E of B - FO 
disjoint from B n r(G), the intersection E n S is empty. The closure M of E in S3 
is homeomorphic to a (possibly trivial) knot exterior, and A = M n aB is an annulus 
with intA n S = 8. Since r(G) n B is connected, M does not contain any component 
of r(G). Since intM n S = 0, we may assume that M c Ct. Also, in this case, the 
2-sphere S” = (S - int a) U A determines a connected sum ?r#& of r with rr \ Ft, 
r2 ,7’ ?Z and introduces a contradiction. 
Thus, we have proved that laB n S/ = 0. If B n S = 0, say B c Cl, then r’ is 
ambient isotopic to r[#r,l such that r, \ r{ and r2 = r,l. If B n S # 0, say B I C,, 
r, (Gl - int a) r, (G, - int a) fl (G, ‘- int a) p2 (G2 - int a) 
Fig. 9. 
Fig. 10 
then Cr n r(G) is an arc. This implies that Gi is a circle and G:! is homeomorphic to 
G. Then, r’ is represented as a trivial connected sum &~#r’ such that r2 \B r’ and 
re,i : S’ + S3 is an unknotted embedding, see Fig. 10. Then, in particular, we have 
rl \ To,,. This completes the proof. 0 
Now, we consider the following condition for r E S(G). 
For any 2-sphere S in S” meeting r(G) transversely in two points, S bounds 
a 3-ball C in 5” such that C n T(G) is a (possibly knotted) arc. (3.1) 
Lemma 4. Let r E S(G) be a nonsplittable embedding without cut-edges and satisfying 
the condition (3.1). If r 7~ r’, then r’ also satisfies (3.1). 
Proof. By Lemmas 1 and 2, r’(G) is nonsplittable and has no cut-edges. Then, in 
particular, both dB” = aB - 8B n r’(G), 5’” = S - r’(G) are incompressible in 
5” - r’(G). We suppose that S meets aB transversely and complete the proof by 
induction on the number IS n as\. Since T(G) f’ B is homeomorphic to r’(G) n B, if 
IS n 8BI = 0, then the proof is obvious. If /S n aBl # 0, then one can assume that each 
component of S n B is either a 2-disk D with #(D n r’(G)) = 1 or an annulus A with 
Fig. Il. 
AnT’(G) = 0. In the former case, D cuts off a subball Bo from B such that Be nr’(G) 
is an arc. Let S’ be an embedded 2-sphere in S’ obtained by pushing the componens of 
S n Ba out of B as illustrated in Fig. 11 so that IS’ n aBl < IS n 8Bl. Here, note that 
S is not necessarily ambient isotopic to S’ in (S”, P(G)). However, S satisfies (3.1) if 
and only if S’ does so. Thus, in this case, the proof is completed by our induction. 
In the latter case, 3A bounds an annulus A’ in 8B”. The union A U A’ bounds a 
compact 3-manifold M in B homeomorphic to a knot exterior, with M n r’(G) = 8. 
So, the proof is completed by the argument quite similar to that in the former case. 0 
Lemma5 LetA,jl...j?Al \...\&b e a sequence of blowing-ups followed by 
blowing-downs. If ACJ E S(G) is prime, then there exists an element jl^l E S(G) and a 
sequence of blowing-downs followed by blowing-ups such that ACJ \ \ ;1^1 7 . /’ 
fl2. 
Proof. As was mentioned in Section 1, it can be assumed that the blowing-ups and 
downs in the sequences ilo /‘ .. /’ Al and A, \ .. \ 112 occur respectively in 
disjoint unions B = B1 U U B, and C = Gr U U Cm of 3-balls in S”. We may 
assume that 8C intersects with 8B transversely. The proof will be completed by induction 
on the number \aB n Xl. 
If laf? n X = 0, then either C is disjoint from B, or the set of components of C 
contained in B, say {Cl, , Ck}, is nonempty, or the set of components of B contained 
in C, say {Bl, ! Bl}, is nonempty. In the case of B n C = 8, one can commute the 
blowing-downs and the blowing-ups, and hence the proof is obvious. In the second case, 
the sequence A, /’ . . 7~ A, \ . ~,c,~...“c~ A; is replaced by a new sequence of 
blowing-ups A0 ,P . /‘a A; which changes no(G) only in f3 - int(Cr U . U Ck). 
This shows that: 
A0 ,7’ . . 2% 4 \I Lc-c,u.-UC,, 112. 
So, we may assume that B contains no components of C. Then, in the third case, B3nC = 
Bi U. U Bl. Since the blowing-ups in B1 U. . U Bl are canceled by the blowing-downs 
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in C, there exists A{ E S(G) such that ila /’ /‘B-B,~...~B~ A{ \ \C AZ. Since 
C n (f3 - Br U.. . U BI) = 8, we have 
Now, we consider the case of 1 aB n K # 0. Since ila is prime, by Lemmas 2 
and 4, Ai has no cut-edges, and A, satisfies the condition (3.1). In particular, both 
X?; = aBi - aBi n Al(G) and aCT = K’j - iX?j n A,(G) are incompressible in 
S” - Al (G). So, one can suppose that each component of a& n aC, is not contractible 
in both 83; and X7;. Let D be a 2-disk in X with aD = DnX3 and #(DnA, (G)) = 1. 
If D is contained in some component Bi of 13, then D separates Bi into the two 
3-balls B,(l) and B,!*) such that Bb’) n Al (G) is either a star of degree three or an arc, 
and B!*) n Al(G) is an arc. Then, the blowing-up A0 jl~, At) is replaced by two 
blowin;-ups: A0 jlB;!) ,Y’,~z, A!“‘, see Fig. 12. Then, we have a new sequence: 
A, /’ /Q A, \I \c 112: 
B’ = B, u . . . u Bi-, u B,(l) u By u B<+, u . u BI. 
Since IX?’ n Xl < IX3 n Xl, the proof is completed by our induction. 
Now, suppose that D is not contained in 23. The boundary CID = D n D is contained in 
some component of a, say B1. Since #(aBl n Al (G)) is either 2 or 3, aD bounds a disk 
A in aBt with #(An Al(G)) = I. Let Bi be a 3-ball in S’ - int B1 bounded by D U A. 
We may then assume that B{ n A, (G) . IS an arc. Otherwise, by the condition (3.1) for 
Al, (S3 - int B{) n A, (G) is an arc, and hence in particular, #(aB1 n A,(G)) = 2. This 
implies that, for the 3-ball Bi’ = S3 - int(Br U B{), B{’ n A,(G) is an arc. So, one can 
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use Bi’ instead of Bi. When Bi n AI (G) IS an arc, (Bt U Bi) n 111 (G) is homeomorphic 
to Br n Ar (G), so it is either an arc or a star of degree three. Suppose that Bz, . , B, 
are the components of f3 contained in B;‘. Let A/, E S(G) be an element with 
A0 7 f.. PB,u...uB, Al, /‘ ... hi-B,U...IJB, AI. 
Since the 3-ball Br U Bi contains Br U B2 U . . U BP, the element A& E S(G) obtained 
from A{ by the blowing-down in B1 U Bi coincides with that obtained from Au by the 
blowing-down in the same 3-ball. Thus, we have Aa \B,“B; Ah ,PB,“B; Ai, and hence 
Ao \B,UB; -46 7~~~3; -4; I' ... 7'~B,u...uB, -41 \ ... Lc A2. 
By pushing a(B1 U B;‘) outside slightly, one can suppose that li3I3’ n Xl < laI3 f? Xl, 
where I?’ = (23 - BI U . .. U BP) U (BI U Bi), see Fig. 13. By the assumption of 
our induction, the sequence Ah ,P . /‘ ~1 A, \ . . l,c A2 can be replaced by 
A; \ . . \ A7 /‘ . . ,J (12. Thus, we have 
Ao \B]"B; 4, L '.. L 4' /‘ ... 7 A2. 
This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let rt, r, be mutually isotopic elements of I’(G). By Lem- 
mas 1-3, we may assume that r is prime and hence satisfies the condition (3.1). First, 
consider the case where a sequence realizing an isotopy between rr and r2 begins with 
blowing-ups: 
r. = A0 /‘ . 7 A, \ t.. \ A2 /‘ . /‘ A3 \ 
Then by Lemma 5, we have 
r” = ilo \ . \I Al, p . . p A2 7 i‘ A3 \ . 
Next, suppose that the original sequence begins with blowing-downs: 
rO = A, \ \ A, / . i‘ AZ \ \ 113 7 . 
Since At is obtained by sequence of blowing-downs from a prime embedding, A, is also 
prime. Thus, by applying Lemma 5 to AI /’ /’ A2 \ \ A3, we have 
r,=A,L...\iA,~..,~An,l~,.,~A?jl... 
By repeating the same argument finitely many times, we have our desired sequence. This 
completes the proof. 0 
For r E S(G), a blowing-down r \ r’ or a blowing-up r 2 r’ is said to be 
inessential if r is ambient isotopic to r’, and otherwise essential. 
Proposition 1. For any r E S(G), the isotopy class [r]isotopy contains an isotopically 
reduced element. 
Proof. If r is ambient isotopic to an edge-connected sum r, u l$ and if each r, is 
isotopically reduced, then by Lemma 2, r is also isotopically reduced. Thus, we may 
assume that r is nonsplittable and has no cut-edges. This assumption implies that, for 
any blowing-down r \B r’, aB” = 8B - aBnr(G) IS incompressible in S” -r(G). 
Furthermore, if this blowing-down is essential, then for any point p of r(G), 3B” is 
not parallel to aB(p)” = aB(p) - aB(p) n r(G) in S” - I’(G), where B(p) is a small 
regular neighborhood of p in S’. Consider a sequence 
of essential blowing-downs of length n with dB, n aBj = 0 for i # j, and set dB; = 
MI, - aBi n A,_,(G) f or i = I,. .rt. The pull-backs F, of dI3; (1: = 1,. , n) to 
the r-stage form mutually disjoint, nonparallel incompressible surfaces in S” - r(G). 
By Haken’s Finiteness Theorem [l] (see also Hempel [2, Lemma 13.2]), there exists a 
natural number m = m(r) depending only on the topological type of S’ - r(G) such 
that any set of mutually disjoint, incompressible surfaces in S’ - r(G) with more than 
m elements contains a pair of elements parallel to each other in S3 - r(G). This implies 
that one can obtain an isotopically reduced element in [r]isotopy by blowing-down r 
essentially at most m times. Cl 
Proof of Corollary 1. The proof of the “if” part is obvious. Conversely, if rt is isotopic 
to r,, then ryd is also isotopic to rTd. By Theorem 2, there exists an embedding 
r; E S(G) such that 
By the definition of isotopically reduced embeddings, both ryd and rFd are ambient 
isotopic to I’,. This completes the proof of the “only if” part. 0 
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4. Minimally knotted embeddings in isotopy classes 
In this section, G is always assumed to be a trivalent graph with a planar embedding 
ra : G + lR2 c IF!‘. In particular, G has no circular components. 
The following lemma is a key to the proof of Theorem 3. 
Lemma 6. If r E S(G) IS minimally knotted and G is not a theta-curve, then an 
isotopically reduced element Fed in [IJisotopy is also minimally knotted. 
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 1 and Corollary 2, rred is obtained from r by a 
sequence of blowing-downs as follows: 
r = n, hB n, \ . \ n, = rt 
First, we show that A, is minimally knotted. It is obvious that Ai is locally unknotted. 
So, it remains to prove that A, is knotted. Since each component of G contains a vertex 
of degree three, we may assume that #(aB n r(G)) = 3 for the 3-ball B where the 
blowing-down I’ = ilo \B A, occurs. In fact, if #(as n r(G)) = 2, then we consider 
a 3-ball B’ instead of B such that #(aB’ 1’7 r(G)) = 3 and r LB’ Ai as illustrated 
in Fig. 14. We set C = S3 - int B. If aB” = dB - dB f? r(G) were compressible in 
C - C n r(G), then there would exist a compressing disk D for aB” in C - C n P(G). 
Then, aD bounds the 2-disk DO in aB with #(DO U r(G)) = 1. The union D U DO 
is a 2-sphere determining an edge-connected sum ri U r2 for r. Since r is minimally 
knotted, both ri and r2 are unknotted, and hence r is also unknotted, a contradiction. 
Thus, aB” is incompressible in C - C n r(G) = C - C n A,(G). Hence, dZ3” is 
incompressible also in S’ - A, (G). 
Here, we suppose that A, is unknotted and will introduce a contradiction. Then, one 
can assume that A,(G) c S2. If G were disconnected, then Al(G) would also be a 
disconnected subset of S2. This shows that Ai and hence r are splittable. This contradicts 
that r is minimally knotted. Thus, G is connected, and so each component of S2 - A, (G) 
is simply connected. Since aB” is incompressible in S3 - A,(G), one can deform aB 
by an ambient isotopy of (S3, Al(G)) so that 1 = aB n S2 is a single circle with 
#(I n A,(G)) = 3. Let 111 (ei) (i = 1,2,3) be the edges in Al(G) with I n AI # 0. 
By the incompressiblity of aB” in S” - A,(G), there exist no proper arcs in S2 - A, (G) 
J-(G) 
Fig. 14. 
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Fig. 15. 
connecting distinct components of 1 - I f’ilt (G). Th’ IS implies that G contains a subgraph 
0 with 0 > et Ue2 Ue3 and homeomorphic to a theta-curve, see Fig. IS. Since G # 0, 
G contains an edge e with int e n 0 = 0. Let H be the connected component of G - int F 
containing 0. Since C n Al(O) is h omeomorphic to a star of degree three, aB” is 
incompressible in C - C n ill (0). H ence, aB” is also incompressible in 
C-CflAl(H)=C-Cnr(H)cS”-r(H). 
Since the restriction T]H is unknotted, one can deform rl~ by an ambient isotopy of 
S’ so that T(H) c S2. By the incompressiblity for aE’ in 5” - T(H), we may assume 
that aB n S2 is a single circle. Since B n r(G) = B n T(H) is contained in the 2-disk 
BnS2, (B, BnI’(G)) is standard. This shows that r is ambient isotopic to an unknotted 
graph At, a contradiction. 
Thus, we have shown that ilt is minimally knotted. Similarly, one can show inductively 
that A2, .43, , A, = Tred are minimally knotted. This completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that the isotopy class [rO]i\otopy of an unknotted embedding 
rcj contains a minimally knotted element r. Since r is isotopic to To, @ is ambient 
isotopic to red = r, by Corollary 1, hence in particular, r red is not minimally knotted. 
Thus, by Lemma 6, G must be a theta-curve. 0 
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